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Abstract
Fluid inclusion analysesreported in the literature, together with experimental data and
thermodynamiccalculationsindicatethat nonidealityin the systemH2O-CO2-NaC1may
have a profound effect on phaserelations in metamorphic processes.High concentrations
of NaCl in the system H2O-CO2-NaCIincreasesubstantiallythe size of the two-phase
(liquid + vapor) region by raising the consolute temperaturefor a given pressureand ratio
of the mole fractions of H2O and NaCl to more than double that in the binary system H2OCO2. As a consequence,fluid immiscibility may occur at considerabledepth during
progressivemetamorphismof siliceouscarbonates.The effectof nonidealmixing of H2O,
CO2, and NaCl on equilibrium constraints in metamorphic systems can be assessed
quantitatively on phase diagrams generated with the aid of a modified Redlich-Kwong
equation of state (Bowers and Helgeson, 1983).Diagrams of this kind indicate that
increasingNaCl concentrationresultsin highertemperaturesand/orlower predictedvalues
of X66, for equilibrium mineral assemblagesthan would be true for the binary systemH2GCO2. Transection of various mineral stability fields by saturation lines representing
equilibriumbetweenthe aqueousphaseand calcite,dolomite,or magnesiteon logarithmic
activity diagramsis also highly sensitiveto the NaCl concentrationin the aqueousphase.
For example,the assemblage
tremolite + dolomite * talc coexistswith an H2O-richfluid at
450"C,2 kbar, and NaCl concentrations<l m. However, as the concentrationof NaCl
increasesto -4 m, tremolite is no longer stablein the presenceof the fluid phase.The
slopes of isochoresfor given bulk compositionsin the ternary system HzO-COrNaCl
decreasesubstantiallywith increasingCO2 concentration.The isochoresgeneratedfrom
the equationof statefor the ternary systemcan be usedto calculatepressurecorrections
for fluid inclusion homogenization temperatures. Stability fields for certain mineral
assemblagesin temperature--compositiondiagrams for the two-phase (liquid + vapor)
regionof the systemH2O-CO2-NaCIare much smallerthan their counterpartsin the onephaseregion. Furthermore,all univariant curves which cross the consolutecomposition
curve on such diagramsexhibit temperatureminima. Thesecurves terminatein invariant
points which are replicatedon both sidesof the miscibility gap. Subtle changesin NaCl
concentrationat low to intermediatevalues of X6e" may result in the appearanceof mineral
assemblages
commonlythoughtto occur only in the presenceof CO2-richfluids. Failure to
accountfor the possibleefects of fluid immiscibility on equilibriummineral assemblages
may lead to serious errors in interpretation of phaserelations in metamorphic rocks.
Introduction
Considerableevidenceindicatesthat aqueousfluids in
a wide rangeof geologic environmentscontain significant
concentrationsof both CO2 and NaCl. The thermodynamic properties of these fluids have been calculatedwith
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the aid of a modified Redlich-Kwong (MRK) equation of
statefor the ternary system H2G-CO2-NaCI (Bowers and
Helgeson,1983).The MRK equationof statewas applied
to the ternary system by allowing the H2O parametersin
the equation to be functions of NaCl concentration. The
equation was then fit to pressure-volume-temperature
data reported by Gehrig (1980). The regressionparameters derived in this manner were used together with a
graphic extrapolationprocedure to calculate densities,
fugacity coefficients,and the compositionsof coexisting
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phases as a function of pressure at temperatures from
350' to 600"C and concentrations of NaCl from 0 to 35
wt.% NaCl relative to H2O + NaCl (Bowers and Helgeson, 1983).The purposeof the presentcommunicationis
to evaluate the efects of compositional variation and
immiscibility in H2O-CO2-NaCI fluids on mineral equilibria in geochemicalprocessesat high pressuresand temperatures.The extent to which such compositional variation and immiscibility occur in hydrothermal systemscan
be assessedwith the aid offluid inclusiondata.
Studies of fluid inclusions in quartz and feldspar in
granitic rocks from trachytic brecciason AscensionIsland (Roedderand Coombs, 1967)indicate that a 60-70
wt.% NaCl fluid unmixed to form an H2O-rich liquid and
a CO2-richvapor between -550" and 700'C. Unmixing
also apparently occurred in fluid inclusions studied by
Roedder(1971)in the porphyry ores at Bingham, Utah,
between400'and 700'C. The liquid in these inclusions
containsup to 60 wt.Vosaltsand the CO2-richvapor phase
contains 6-7 wt.Vosalts. In contrast, Barton et al. (1977),
in a study of the environmentof ore depositionin the
Creede Mining District, Colorado, cite fluid inclusion
evidence for the unmixing of a I molal NaCl fluid to
produce a CO2-rich vapor at -270"C and 50 bars. Leroy
and Poty (1969)and Poty et al. (1974)detecteda large
range of Xs6rlXHrs (where X66, and XH,q designatethe
mole fractions of CO2 and H2O, respectively) in a series of fluid inclusions in the uranium deposits in the
Saint-Sylvestregranite in the Central Massif in France.
Immiscibility apparently occurred in these inclusions at
-340-350'C and 700-800 bars. They suggest that the
concentration of uranium in solution is closely related to
the CO2 content, and that the uranium is possibly being
transportedas uranyl carbonatecomplexes.They further
postulate that with decreasingpressure and concomitant
unmixing of the fluid phase, the complexesdissociate,
causinguranium to precipitate. Similar observations and
postulates have been made by Lyakhov and Popivnyak
(1978)and Petrovskayaet al. (1973)in gold depositsin
Northern Buryatia, the Lena region, and several other
locationsin the SovietUnion. Analysesof fluid inclusions
in quartz in the gold-quartz veins in these regions reveal
variable amountsof COzand a wide rangeof homogenization temperatures,indicating fluid immiscibility. However, these characteristics are not observed in fluid inclusions in the nonproductive zones. Petrovskaya et al.
(1973)note that periodic unmixing of the solutionscould
have been causedby abrupt decreasesin pressureat the
openings of fissure cavities where the ore deposits
formed. Lyakhov and Popivnyak observe maximum immiscibility in fluid inclusions with homogenization temperatures of 210-260'C. They suggestthat the pressure
drop and associateddegassingof the gold-bearing solutions may have contributed to the breakdown of the
complexesresponsiblefor transporting the gold.
Three recent studies of fluid inclusions indicate that
regions of fluid immiscibility in metamorphic systems

may extend well beyond those exhibited by the binary
system H2MO2. Examination of fluid inclusions in
matrix quartz crystals from an area of high-gradeamphibolite facies in the Khtada Lake region in British Columbia
(Hollister and Bumrss, 1976)indicatesthat separationof
an H2O-rich liquid and a CO2-rich vapor occurred at
temperaturesat least 75'C in excess of high-pressure
consolutetemperaturesin the binary system HzO-COz.
Approximately 5-6wt.Vo NaCI is present in the H2O-rich
liquid in theseinclusions.Similarly,Hendel and Hollister
(1981)demonstratedby plottinghomogenizationtemperatures as a function of the mole fraction of COz that
immiscibility occurred in fluid inclusionscontaining2.6
wt.% NaCl relativeto H2O + NaCl in quartzveinletsin a
pelitic schist at temperatures -65'C higher than the
consolutetemperaturesfor pressuresbetween I and 2
kbar in the system H2O-CO2.In addition, Sissonet a/.
(1981)describefluid inclusionsin quartz segregations
in a
calcareouspsammiteand a carbonateschist which exhibit
immiscibility between a brine containing -24 wt.Vo dissolved solids and a CO2-richvapor at 600'C and 6.5 kbar.
The observations summarizedabove leave little doubt
that both NaCl and CO2 may be present in high concentrations in crustal fluids, and that these fluids may unmix
at high temperaturesand pressures.Nevertheless,pressure corrections applied to fluid inclusion homogenization temperaturesare commonly calculated by assuming
that the pressure-volume-temperatureproperties of the
ffuids in the inclusions can be approximated closely by
thoseof pure H2O. However, even smallamountsof CO2
or NaCl may alter substantially these properties. The
effect of such differenceson pressurecorrections offluid
inclusion homogenization temperaturescan be assessed
with the aid of the MRK equation of state adducedabove.
Pressure corrections for hornogenization
temperatures of fluid inclusions in the
ternary system HzO-COz-NaCl
Calculated densities of fluids in the ternary system
H2GCO2-NaCI (Bowersand Helgeson,1983)are shown
as isochores on the pressure-temperaturediagrams depicted in Figures 1-5. The solid curves in Figure I
representpure H2O, which is designatedA in the composition diagram in the upper left corner of the figure. The
dashed curves refer to HzO-COz fluids containing l0
moleVoCO2(solutionB). The dot-dashcurvescorrespond
to H2GCO2-NaCI fluids with l0 moleVoCO2 and 1.74
moleVoNaCl (solution C). Although fluid inclusions containing pure H2O homogenize along the equilibrium vaporJiquid saturation curve for the system HzO shown in
Figure 1, those with compositions correspondingto solutions B and C homogenizealong the curves labeledD and
E, respectively. Certain areas in the figure are shadedor
hachured to emphasize the shift in the slopes of the
isochoresresulting from addition of CO2 and NaCl. This
effect is most pronounced at high temperatures.
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The isochoresdepicted in Figures 2-5 refer to the bulk
compositions labeled A through P in Figure 6A. The
dashedcurves representthe limits of the two-phasevapor
+ liquid immiscible region extrapolated from published
experimental solubility data by Bowers and Helgeson
(1983).2Note in these figures that the slopes of the
isochoresdecreaseonly slightly with increasingNaCl
concentrationat constant Xse, (diagramsA-D in Fig. 2),
but they decrease dramaticaliy with increasing X66" at
constantXp.61(diagramsB,F,J,L,N, and P in Figs. 2-51.
It can be seenthat the limits of the two-phaseregionshift
to higher temperatureswith increasing NaCl concentration.
The diagrams shown in Figures 2-5 can be used to
calculate pressure corrections for fluid inclusion homogenization temperaturesif the fluid composition is known.
Isochores for bulk compositions not shown in these
figures can be generatedfrom densitiestaken from tables
or calculated from the MRK equation of state for the
ternary system H2O-CO2-NaCI given by Bowers and
Helgeson(1983).
Phase relations among minerals and
H2HO2-NaC|
fluids
Jacobsand Kerrick (1981)have demonstratedexperimentally that compositional variation of fluids in the
ternary system H2G{O2-NaCI may affect significantly
mineral equilibria in metamorphic systems.3Several examplesofthese effects on dehydration and decarbonation
reactionsare discussedbelow. The thermodynamicproperties of minerals and H2O employed in the calculations
were generatedfrom equations and data summarizedby
Helgesonand Kirkham (1974),Helgesonet al. (1978),and
Helgeson et al. (1981).Fugacities of H2O and CO2 were
calculatedfrom the MRK equation of state for the ternary
system H2G-CO7-NaCI using parameters generated by
Bowers and Helgeson(1983).
Dehydration reactions
Univariant curves representingequilibria amongminerals and a fluid phase are shown in Figure 7. The coexistence of muscovite and quartz with andalusite, K-feldspar, and a fluid is depicted in Figure 7A for various
values of X6q, along binary PA-l in Figure 68. The
curves in Figure 7B refer to fluid compositions along
parabinaryPA-2 in Figure 68. Those in Figure 7C are for
constant Xcor: 0.1 and the designatedvaluesofXy.s1,
which correspondapproximatelyto molalitiesof 0, 1,2,
2 The terms liquid and vapor are used in the presentcommunication to designatecoexisting phasesof higher and lower densities, respectively, in an immiscible region of pressure-temperature-<omposition space. The term fluid is used to designatea
single phase.
3 For the most part, Jacobsand Kerrick's (1981)
experimental
data compare favorably with fluid compositionscalculatedfrom
the MRK equation of state (Bowers and Helgeson, 1983).
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Fig. l. Isochores(designatedin g cm-3; for solution
compositionscorrespondingto pure HzO (solid curves),90
moleVoH2O and lO moleVoCO2 (dashedcurves),and 8E.26
moleVo
H2O, l0 moleVo
CO2,and | .74 moleVo
NaCl(doubledoG
dashcurves)-seetext.
and 4, respectively.The long-dashcurves in Figure 7
representmetastableextensionsof the equilibrium curves
into the sillimanite or kyanite stability fields. The shortdash curves in Figures 78 and C represent the limits of
the two-phase vapor + liquid immiscible region in the
ternary system H2O-CO5NaCI.
The equilibrium assemblagerepresentedby the curves
in Figure7 consistsof six componentsand five coexisting
phasesin the fluid-phase region of the subsystemH2GCOlNaCl. Of the three degreesof freedom required by
the phase rule, two are constrained by specifying the
concentrationof CO2and NaCl in the fluid, which results
in the isocompositional univariant curves shown in the
diagrams. The intersection of these curves with the
boundary of the two-phase liquid + vapor region in the
system H2GCO2-NaCI is thus invariant at constant
composition. Note that addition of CO2 and/or NaCl at a
given pressure lowers significantly the equilibrium temperature for the dehydration reaction.
Equilibria in the system CaO-MgO-SiOrHzOCO7NaCl
Phase relations in this system at 2 kbar are shown in
Figures 8-13 as a function of temperature and Xss" or
Nqer, which is definedbya
(l)
a N6q, in the present
communication
in Bowers and Helgeson (1983).

corresponds to N6qb/H,6
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Fig. 2. Isochores(solid curves, designatedin g cm-3) for fluids with the bulk compositionslabeledin the lower right corner of each
diagram.The letters in the upper left corners correspondto the sameletters shown in Fig. 6A. The dashedcuryes representthe limits
of the miscibility gap in the system HzO4Oz-NaCl.

where

R.o,= #9

(2)

^H,O

Note that only for the binary system H2O-CO2 is Ng6,
equal to Xser. The circled letters shown in Figures 8, 12,
and 13 designate fluid compositions and temperatures
representedby activity diagramspresented below.
Figure 8 (Walther and Helgeson, 1980) refers to the
H2O-CO2 binary, but Figures 9 and l0 represent phase
relations along the pseudobinaries through the ternary
system H2O-CO2-NaCI designatedas PS-l and PS-2 in
Figure 6C. It can be seen in Figure 9 that the miscibility
gap in the systemHzGCOTNaCI at 2 kbar occupiesonly
a small part of temperature-X6o2 space above 4fi)"C
alongPS-1.As a consequence,none ofthe curvesrepresentingmineral equilibria intersects the miscibility gap in
Figure 9. Nevertheless,it can be deduced by comparison

ofFigures 8 and 9 that increasingdeparturesfrom ideality
in the fluid with increasing NaCl concentration result in
higher equilibrium temperatures for reactions at low
Xsqr. This effect diminishes with increasingX6er.
Invariant point A in Figure 8, which represents the
assemblagetalc, dolomite, calcite, qvarlz, tremolite, and
fluid is displacedto A' in Figure 9. The fluid composition
representedby A in Figure 8 corresponds to that designated A in Figure 9. Note that the difference between A
and A' is -4 mole%oCO2, which is of the order of the
maximum difference in the positions of corresponding
curves in the H2O-rich regions of Figures 8 and 9.
In contrast to Figure 9, the miscibility gap in the system
H2GCO2-NaCI is a prominent feature of Figure 10,
where the consolute temperature reaches -535'C. As a
consequence,seven new invariant points occur in the
diagram. It should perhaps be emphasized that curves
such as those representing equilibrium among talc, for-
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Fig. 3. Isochores(solid curves, designatedin g cm-3) for fluids with the bulk compositionslabeledin the lower right corner of each
diagram.The letters in the upper left corners correspondto the sameletters shown in Fig. 64. The dashedcurves representthe limits
of the miscibility gap in the system HzO-COrNaCl.

sterite, magnesite, and the fluid phase in Figure l0
terminate in invariant points at different temperatureson
either side of the miscibility gap. The temperaturedifference occurs because pseudobinary PS-2 in Figure 6C
does not coincide with any of the equilibrium tie lines
shownin Figure6D. As a consequence,no tie linescan be
drawn through the miscibility gap on the plane represented by Figure 10. Similarly, no curve is shownconnecting
corresponding invariant points on either side of the
miscibility gap becausethe compositionsof the coexisting
vapor and liquid phases in this region do not fall on the
plane of the paper.
The invariant point labeledA and A' in Figures 8 and 9,
respectively, does not appear in Figure l0 because the
figure refers to a fixed value of XN^g1lXHrqand the
equilibrium assemblagetalc, dolomite, calcite, quartz,
and tremolite occurs together with both a liquid and vapor
phasealong a tie line within the immiscible region of the

systemH2GCO2-NaCI. This can be seenin the schematic three-dimensionaldiagram in Figure ll, where two of
the curves that meet at invariant point A and A' in
Figures 8 and 9 are representedby surfacesin temperature-Xser-XNasl Spaco. The surface bounded by
AA'B'BFC in Figure ll represents
3CaMg(COr)z+ 4SiO2+ H2O
(dolomite)
(quartz)
: MgrSrnOro(OH)z
+ 3CaCOr + 3CO2 (3)
(calcite)
(talc)
and surfacesAA'D'D and BB'E'E correspondto
+ 4SiO2
2CaMg(COr)z* Mg3SiaO16(OH)2
(quartz)
(dolomite)
(talc)
: Ca2Mg5SfuOzz(OH)z
+ 4COz (4)
(tremolite)

locl
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diagram.The letters in the upper left corners correspondto the sameletters shown in Fig. 6,{. The dashedcurves representthe limits
of the miscibility gap in the systemH2O-COr-NaCl.

CurvesAC and AD in Figure 11correspondto univariant
curves in the plane of the H2O-CO2 binary depicted in
Figure 8. The miscibility gap in the system H2O-CO5
NaCl is boundedin Figure ll by D'A'B'E'JH.
Univariant curves on phasediagramslike those shown
in Figures8-10, 12,and l3 correspondto the intersection
of pseudobinaryor parabinary planes with divariant surfaceslike thosein Figure I l. Invariantpoints suchas A in
Figure8 becomeunivariantcurves(AA') in the one-phase
regionof the ternary system(Fig. 1l). Note that where a
univariant curve like AA' (which corresponds to the
coexistenceof talc, dolomite, calcite, quartz, tremolite,
and fluid) intersectsthe miscibility gap (at A') the curve
terminatesin an invariant point which is replicatedon the
opposite side of the immiscible region (at B'). As a
consequence,the invariant assemblageis stable for all
bulk compositionsalongthe tie line connectingA' and B'
in the immiscible region. The intersection of this tie line

(as well as the other tie lines shown in Figure I l) with the
pseudobinary represented by Figure l0 is not shown in
the latter figure becausethe compositions of the coexisting vapor and liquid phasesdo not fall on the plane ofthe
diagram.
Univariant curve BB' in Figure 11 correspondsto the
analogof AA' in the liquid phaseregion. The assemblage
tremolite + liquid + vapor is stable at temperatures
abovethosecorrespondingto surfaceD'A'B'E' in Figure
11, which consistsof liquid-vaportie lines. At temperatures below those representedby this surface, the assemblagedolomite * talc + quartz + liquid * vaporis stable.
At more H2O-richbulk compositions,talc, calcite,liquid,
and vapor coexist at temperatures above those correspondingto A'B'A', but dolomite, talc, quartz, liquid,
and vapor are in equilibrium below the tie line surface
denotedby A'B'A'. This trivariant phase region above
the tie line surfaceis bounded at higher temperaturesby a
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of the miscibility gap in the system H:O-COz-NaCl.

divariant surface corresponding to equilibrium among
talc, calcite, quartz, tremolite, liquid, and vapor, which
extendsfrom the limits of the immiscible region at higher
temperaturesto tie line A'B'. This surface, as well as
other surfaces represented by univariant curves in Figures 8 through l0 were omitted from Figure ll for the
sake of clarity.
Figures l2 and l3 correspondto parabinariesthrough
the one-phaseregion of the ternary system H2o-CO5
NaCl alongPA-2 and PA-3 in Figure 68, respectively.It
shouldbe emphasizedthat the positionsof the invariant
points shown in Figure 13 are somewhat uncertain becausethey lie outsideof the compositionalregion represented by the experimental data array used to generate
the regressionparametersin the MRK equationof state.
As a consequence,fugacitycoefficientshad to be extrapolated (Bowers and Helgeson, 1983)to calculatethese

fluid compositions. The parabinary phase diagrams
shown in Figures l2 and l3 do not differ significantlyfrom
their pseudobinarycounterparts in Figures 9 and 10, but
they are perhapsmore geologicallyrelevant becausethey
representfluids with constant concentrationsof NaCl.
Activity diagramsare shown in Figure 14, which refer
to the fluid compositions and temperatures represented
by the circled letters in Figures 8, 12, and 13. The
symbolsoyr++ofid o6u** st&hdfor solvationparameters
definedby (Walther and Helgeson,1980)
oi = 4rro@;-Zint+)

(5)

where z1 and Z; refer to the solvation number and charge
of the ith aqueous species. The dashed lines on the
activity diagrams represent fluid saturation with respect
to calcite (horizontal lines), magnesite(vertical lines),
and dolomite (diagonallines). Regionsof the diagrams
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correspondingto values of log(ayr**/(oy**-4fu.))and
Iog(as^**l(os^**a?^*11
that are greater than those correspondingto the dashedsaturationlines representmetastableequilibria.
It can be deducedfrom Figures8, 12,and 13, together
with the activity diagrams designated B, D, and F in
Figure 14 that the tremolite stability field in the presence
of calcite, dolomite, and a fluid phasebecomessmaller
and disappears with increasing NaCl concentration at
450"Cand Nco. : 0.05.Similarly, it can be deducedfrom
Figures8, 12, 13,and the activity diagramsannotatedC,
E, and G in Figure 14 that forsterite becomesmetastable
in the presenceof a fluid phaseat 500'C,Nse, = 0.10,and
- 0.02.
concentrationsof NaCl in excessof X61"q1
Phase relations in the system CaO-MgO-SiOrH2OCO2-NaCl at 2 kbar and 500'C are depicted in Figure 15
in terms of N6e, and either log(ayr**/(oy***afrr;; or
log(as^**l(oc^..ah-D.Figurel5A, which refers to Xy"s1
= 0 (PA-l in Figure 68) was taken from Walther and
Helgeson(1980).Figuresl5B and 15Crefer to parabinary
PA-2 in Figure 68 (XNucr= 0.0193), but Figure l5D
representsparabinaryPA-3 (XNuct= 0.0715).The positions of the invariant points shown in Figure l5D are
somewhatuncertain becauseextrapolatedfugacity coeffi-

cients were used to calculate the fluid compositions
(Bowers and Helgeson, 1983).Nevertheless,it can be
seen by comparing Figures l5A through D that the
invariant points occur at lower N66" values with increasing NaCl concentration.
Phase relations among minerals, liquid' and
vapor in the two-phase region of the
ternary system H2G-CO2-NaC|
Correlation of pressure-volume-temperaturerelations
for the ternary system H2O-CO2-NaCI with temperatures,pressures,and bulk fluid compositionscharacteristic of metamorphicterranes(Sissonet al.,l98l; Hendel
and Hollister. 1981:Kreulen, 1980;Crawfordet al.,1979;
Hollister and Burruss, 1976;amongothers)indicatesthat
fluid immiscibility may occur far more commonly in
metamorphic processesthan has been generally recognized in the past. Becausethe presenceof coexisting
liquid and vapor has a dramatic effect on equilibrium
temperatures for dehydration and decarbonation reactions, failure to take into account the thermodynamic
consequencesof vaporJiquid immiscibility may lead to
seriouserrors in interpreting phaserelations in metamorphic rocks. This can be demonstratedby comparing the
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temperature-Xso, diagram in Figure 8 (for which Xp"., :
0) with the corresponding temperature-Nse" diagram in
Figure 16, which representsequilibriumamongminerals
in the system CaO-MgO-SiO5H2O-CO2 in the presence
of both liquid and vapor in the two-phase immiscible
region of the system H2GCO2-NaCI.
The curves shown in Figure 16 representprojections
from XNugl : I of phase relations on the face of the
miscibility gap (which correspondsto the surfacebounded by D'A'B'E'JH in Figure ll) to a temperature-Nqe.
plane at XN.cr = 0. As a consequence,the mineral
stability fields shown in the figure correspond to those in
the two-phase region of the ternary system H2O-CO1
NaCl. Note that each of the univariant curves and invariant points on the CO2-rich side of the miscibility gap in
Figure 16 are repeated on the H2O-rich side. Each
correspondingcurve or invariant point can be connected
by an isothermal tie line, along which the indicated
mineral assemblagesare stable in the immiscible region.
For example, invariant points A and B in Figure 16,
which representthe coexistenceof talc, dolomite,calcite,
quartz, tremolite, liquid, and vapor correspond to invariant pointsA' and B' in Figure I I , which are connectedby
a tie line. Similarly,a given point on a univariantcurye on
the Co2-richsideof the miscibilitygap, suchas b', can be
connected by an isothermal tie line to its H2o-rich
counterpart (b) as shown in Figure 17. All but a few such
tie lines have been omitted from Figure 16for the sake of
clarity, but an example is shown in Figure 17, where the
stablemineralassemblages
coexistingwith liquid + vapor
at 525"Care shown along cross section.;f in Figure 16.
The letters shown within the large circles in Figure 17
denotethe limits in the large triangle of the compositional
range of liquid + vapor for which the assemblages
designatedin the circled triangles are stable. The letters
in the large triangular cross section in Figure l7 designate
the intersectionsof univariant curves with the line of the
cross section in Figure 16.
It can be deduced from Figure 17 that calc-silicate
compatibilities in the two-phase liquid + vapor region of
the system H2GCO2-NaCI are highly sensitive to small
differencesin NaCl concentration. For example, increasing XNuglat Nse, : 0.5 from 0.166by only 0.003to 0.169
changesthe stable mineral assemblagefrom that representedby bb'c'c to that designatedas ct'd,d. Becauseof
the dual occurrence of each invariant point in Figure 16,
the mineral assemblagescoexisting with liquid and vapor
in regionssuch as cc'd'd in Figure 17 are stableat any
given temperatureover a wide rangeof bulk compositions
in the system H2O-CO2-NaCL.Note that in the absence
of high enoughNaCl concentrations to cause immiscibility, all of the univariant curves and invariant points on
the H2O-rich side of the phase diagram shown in Figure
16 occur at equivalenttemperaturesandpressuresonly in
the presence of a single CO2-richfluid phase. It follows
that fluid inclusion analyses are a requisite for reliable
interpretation of metamorphic phase assemblages.
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All of the curves in Figure 16 that cross over the wise be stableonly at low temperaturesin the presenceof
consolute composition curve for the system H2G-CO1
an HzO-rich fluid occur at much higher temperaturesin
NaCl exhibit minima along the face of the miscibility gap. the presenceof coexisting liquid and vapor phases.
The minima result from the intersection of the miscibility
The effects of immiscibility in the system H2O-CO1
gap with the divariant surfacesrepresentingthe equilibrium phaseassemblagesin temperature-XpssFNsq. spoce.
In certain cases these minima restrict significaritly the
range of temperature and Nqe, over which a given
mineral assemblageis stable in the immiscible region. For
example,it can be seen in Figure 15 that immiscibility
causesthe univariant curves representingboth liquid and
vapor coexisting with (l) dolomite, quurtz, talc, and
calcite, (2) talc, calcite, quartz, and tremolite, and (3)
talc, calcite, tremolite, and dolomite to exhibit temperature minima betweenNco" : 0.2 and Nco. = 0.25. As a
consequence,the sizes oi the stability delds between
these curves are drastically reduced from their counterO O L + T A L C + Q T ZF+L U I D
parts for Xuucr = 0 in Figure 8. Note that as a result of
x l-s
increasing XN,ql and concomitant fluid immiscibility,
G
C
..
Xcoz*
each of the curves in Figure 8 that exhibits a maximum is
representedby a corresponding curve in Figure 16 that
Fig. ll. Schematic 3-dimensional representation of phase
exhibits two maxima, one each at high and low values of relations in the system CaO-MgO-SiO2-H2OCOrNaCl
at 2
Nser. As a result, mineral assemblagesthat would other- kbar (see text and caption of Fig. 8).
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NaCl on the activity ratios of ionic speciescharacteristic
of mineral equilibria in the system CaO-MgO-SiOrHzOCO2 can be assessedin Figure 18, where log(avr,tl
(ay",*a?11))is plotted as a function of Nse, in a projection
from X11"61: I of phase relations on the face of the
miscibility gap at 500"and 2 kbar to an N6q, - log(avr.-/
loyu-*afi-)) plane at XN"cl : 0. Tie lines (which are not
shown for the sake of clarity) can be drawn to connect
on either side of the
points of equal log(ayr../(oMg**a?Hr))
miscibility gap in Figure 18. As in the case of Figure 16,
each invariant point appears on opposite sides of the
consolutecomposition curve. Comparisonof Figures l5C
and l8 indicatesthat immiscibility introducesminima in
the curves representingequilibrium among minerals, vapor, and liquid that are not apparent in the corresponding
curves for coexisting minerals and a single fluid phase.
Note also that the solubilities of calc-silicateminerals are
increased significantly in the liquid phase at high NaCl
concentrations.
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Concluding remarks
The results of calculations summarized above leave
little doubt that metamorphic phase equilibria may be
highly sensitiveto Xpu61in the fluid. The phasediagrams
discussedin the precedingpagesrepresentingequilibrium
among minerals and a single fluid phase or coexisting
liquid and vapor phases in the system H2O-CO2-NaCI
illustrate but a few examples of the dramatic consequencesof nonidealityand immiscibilityin multicomponent crustal fluids on mineral relations in geologic systems.
Many mineral assemblagesthat are stable in the presence
of a fluid over a narrow rangeof composition in the binary
system H2O-CO2may coexist with fluids that exhibit a
wide range of composition in the ternary system H2OCO2-NaCl, and vice versa. The fact that separationof a
liquid and vapor from a single fluid phase in the ternary
systemcan occur at pressuresand temperaturesin excess
of 2 kbar and 550'C suggeststhat immiscibility may be

responsible for apparent contradictions between phase
relations documented by experiments with fluids in the
system H2G{O2 and those observed in metamorphic
rocks.
Highly saline solutions may be generatedfrom NaClpoor fluids as a result of immiscibility. For example,
decreasingtemperatureand/or pressureto 5fi)"C and 500
barswill result in unmixingof a fluid in which X66,: 0.2,
XN.cr : 0.04, and Xg.ro = 0.76 to 14 moleVoliluid in
which Xg6, : 0.004,XN"cr = 0.18(-12 molal), and Xs,6
= 0.816coexistingwith 86 moleVovapor in which Xse, :
0.735,XN,ql = 0.016, and X11,s: 0.249. This process
afords an alternative mechanismto those proposedin the
past to explain the origins of highly salinefluids in diverse
geologic environments. These include partitioning of
chlorine gas and chloride complexes of alkalies, alkaline
earths, and heavy metals into a magmaticaqueousphase
generatedby retrograde boiling during cooling of a hydrous magma at intermediate pressures (Burnham and
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Ohmoto, 1980).It has also been proposed that highly
saline fluids found in the pore spacesof sandstonesmay
have been derived from evaporites, or by filtration
through semipermeable shale membranes (Hunt, 1979;
Kharaka and Smalley, 1976).
Although the results of the calculations summarized
above apply to fugitive phasesin the system H2O--COr
NaCl, they are probably indicative of the consequences
of reactions among minerals and coexisting liquid and

vapor or fluid phasesinvolving HzO, COz, and substantial
concentrationsof other electrolytes such as KCl, MgCl2,
or CaCl2. Many more experimental studies will be required to assessadequately the effects of these electrolytes on devolatilization reactions. In the interim, calculations of the kind described above should afford close
approximation of metamorphic phaserelations as a function of XNasl and Nqe" at high pressures and tempera'
tures.
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